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Aim of the Creative workshop: to acquire identification and assessment of brownfields 

on the example of Kupiškis municipality. 

Tasks: 

1. to acquaint participants of the seminar with criteria of identification of brownfields; 

2. select an object in the territory of Kupišķi municipality; 

3. to acquire skills to identify location on the map and in the field; 

4. to recognise brownfield in the field, to map out its boundary on the map and 

calculate its area; 

5. to acquire skills to determine area of brownfield using manual calculation method; 

6. to organizē the discussion on features of the brownfield. 

Methodology and materials 

To fulfill the tasks, criteria for identifying brownfields have been developed: 

1. Not provided with infrastructure (utilities) 

2. There is no way to place associated companies 

3. The area is built-up too intensively 

4. No access to territory or object 

5. Poor visual environmental situation (not aesthetic view) 

6. High level of air pollution 

7. High degree of depreciation of buildings 

8. Depressive environment (insufficient population, shortage of jobs, no „market” 

activities, negative public attitude, unsafe environment, etc.).  

The orthophoto map was in scale 1:5000 printed for selected area. For manual 

calculation of area pallets were used. Participants of the seminar were divided into 

groups. Each group got: 

 the list of identification criteria; 

 orthophoto map with selected territory; 

 palete for manual calculation of area; 

 cardboard base; 

 writing-materials, etc. 

Participants of the seminar were driven away to the selected territory. The time to 

complete the task was appointed. Each group survey the territory independently, mark 

selected territory on the orthophoto map focusing on the elements of the situation in the 

field. Type of degraded territory in accordance with criteria for identifying brownfields 

was determined and area of brownfield was calculated using manual method. 

Participants of the seminar after field work returned to the seminar room. Each group 

presents the results of the work to other participants of seminar. In the end of 

presentation each participant expresses its opinion on identification, assessment and 

further use of brownfields. 
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